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to be producing -- we call it internally. or Oracle calls
it internally. an "at-risk report:' I won't give it to
you, because otherwise you will have to keep it; right?

JUDGE LEGGE: Yes, if you give it to me I have to
keep it

MS. HOUSE: This is a hard copy; it is actually a
vibrant electronic document, as you have seen theirs.
This is a document that is sort of a historical
compilation of all of the losses to third parties -- not
just TomorrowNow, but indeed. Rimini Street and others
that talks about -- has detailed notes about every single
one of those customers that was lost. and about what was
the perception about why they were lost or what were the
concessions in terms of finances, to try to keep the
customer -- or etTectively kept the customer.

JUDGE LEGGE: What is it called?
MS. HOUSE: Third-party risk analysis. And this

is a document that is not specific to the 69 customers;
has enormous detail about all customers lost to all third
parties. This is a gift.

JUDGE LEGGE: You are producing it?
MS. HOUSE: We are producing it This is

something that is an internal Oracle document. that is -
goes a very long way in compiling. and in one unit-
unllke what we have to work with. with their stuff -- \,vhal
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..L were the various customers that were actually in play;
2 what happened to them; \vhat kind offinanciallo5ses on
3 one-year period were associated with those customers.
4 So again, the notion that we need to go any
5 farther afield than this incredibly detailed document -
6 that I won't show you, 50 you don't have to keep it -- is
7 highly premature.
8 Again, if there's a problem with the documents --
9 you have heard them say they'll come back, and you will

10 hear about it. But there is absolutely nothing to order
today, beyond what we have already agreed to produce.
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